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Research Spotlight  
First National College-Corporation Underwriters Laboratory 

Established at Fudan University  

The inauguration ceremony of Fudan-Pramerica Fosun Underwriters Laboratory was 

launched at School of Economics, Fudan University in the afternoon of Sept 16th. 

Present at the launching ceremony were Pei Guang - director of CIRC in Shanghai, Gou 

Yannan - principal assistant at Fudan University, Sun Jianjun - CEO of Pramerica Fosun, 

Zhang Jun - dean of the School of Economics and many other luminaries. 

Mr Sun Jianjun noted that the employment of fresh graduates remains an important social 

topic. This laboratory aims to capitalize on the advantage of college-corporation coalition and 

make meaningful contributions to the development of talents, innovative industries and 

industrial reform. 

 (Source from School of Economics Homepage)   

 

Campus News 
QS World University Rankings Climbs Up to 51 

QS World University Ranking released the 2015/16 Results in September 15, and according 

to the rankings Fudan University rose 20 places to 51
st
. Besides, the other three Chinese 

mainland universities feature among the top 100 institutions, including Tsinghua University 

ranking 25th this year, Peking University to 41
st
 and Jiao Tong University entered the top 100 

for the first time. 

The list, in its 12th edition, uses six performance indicators - academic reputation, employer 

reputation, student-to-faculty ratio, research citations, international faculty ratio and 

international student ratio. 

The rankings list a total of 920 institutions from 82 countries this year with 154 in the United 

States, 71 in the UK, 43 in Germany, 41 in France, 38 in Japan and 33 in Australia. 

China has 30 entries, with another four from Shanghai - Tongji University, Shanghai 

University, East China University of Science and Technology and East China Normal 

University. 

 (Source from Shanghai Daily)  



China ABC 
A Brief Introduction to Moon Cakes 

Besides the legend of Chang E’s flying to the moon, the Mid-autumn Festival (27
th

 

September 2015) is also associated with various kinds of moon cakes. Sharing moon cakes 

and crab dishes while enjoying the full moon and moonlight make up the typical Chinese 

family gathering in the Mid-autumn night, since the roundness of both the moon and cakes 

symbolizes completeness and togetherness. 

In ancient times, moon cakes were a kind of offering to the moon and typically measure 

around 2 to 4 inches across and up to 2 inches deep. Most moon cakes have a pastry skin 

enveloping a sweet and dense filling. Moon cakes vary according to different regions. The 

fillings used in moon cakes depend on local eating culture and tradition. The most popular 

variations include: 

Cantonese-style moon cakes originate from Guangdong Province in southern part of China. 

The ingredients used in the fillings are various, which reflects the Guangdong people’s 

adventurous nature in eating. The most used ingredients include lotus seed paste, sweet bean 

paste, ham, duck, roast pork, mushrooms, and egg yolks.  

 

In most cases, Cantonese-style moon cakes taste sweet. 

Suzhou-style moon cakes are well known throughout China for their layers of flaky dough 

and generous allotment of sugar and lard. The fillings of Suzhou-style moon cakes can be 

either sweet or savory. Unlike Cantonese moon cakes, which usually serve during the Mid-

autumn Festival, Suzhou-style ones could be found all seasons. 

 

Suzhou-style moon cakes are more of homemade desserts while the paste tastes very soft. 



Moon cakes also have their northern variations, for instance, Beijing and Shanxi styles.  

Northern moon cakes feature the delicate use of sweetness, moderate allotment of skin and 

fillings, and meticulous decoration. The common proportion of skin and fillings for Beijing-

style moon cakes is 4:6. Comparing with their Beijing relatives, Shanxi cakes spread wider 

and shallower. 

 

Left: Beijing-style moon cakes filling five kernels           Right: Typical Shanxi (山西) moon cakes with sweet bean filling 

 
Recommended Events  
29 Sep. Tus.      Topic:  Scotland Day 

    12:00              Sponsor:  University of Edinburgh, Fudan University 

Venue:  Activity Square, Guanghua Buliding 

 

15 Oct. Thu.      Topic: Graves and Painting History 

    10:00              Speaker: WU Hong, University of Chicago 

Venue: Lecture Hall, Shanghai Museum 
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